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BOTY launches BOTY Points, which is it?s version of digital currency for the bar
PR9.NET June 11, 2018 - MIAMI, FLORIDA, June 10, 2018 BOTY, the fun and interactive app that empowers people to connect
more easily at their favorite bars is announcing the launch of a new product called BOTY Points, which is a digital currency for the bar.
We are extremely excited about launching BOTY Points on June 10, 2018, said BOTY?s CEO Brian Turner. ?A few companies have
tried, but we believe we have created a simple solution for people to exchange money within the bar environment. Users can earn
points, buy drinks for friends and family by linking their bank account or debit card quickly.
BOTY Points gives users the ability to tip the bartender, transfer points to friends, send a gift, or split dinner. People can buy points,
but more importantly, they can earn them as well. Refer friends, check in at bars, play trivia, and watch your BOTY Points grow. And
once you reach the minimum limit, you can redeem money easily to your bank account.
As we add more bars and restaurants to our ecosystem, we believe BOTY will eventually replace the traditional ways of making in bar
financial transactions. We have been planning this concept for a few years now and are excited that it is finally here. Download the
application, start earning BOTY Points, and start sharing the experience with your family and friends.
Available on the App Store and on Google Play, the BOTY app is free to download and offers a host of entertaining and useful
services for both patrons and bartenders. For more information about BOTY Points, please visit botyapp.com/botypoints.

About BOTY
BOTY recognizes the disconnection caused by traditional social technologies and strives to reconnect people at the center of
connectivity ? the bar. The BOTY mobile app uses the technology we love to facilitate face to face engagement. This innovative, hightech company is pushing the limits of social technology, empowering the bar community and enhancing the bar experience like never
before.
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